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Packaging optimisation
by transport efficiency
Investigate
further
Transport efficiency
Can the shape of the package be altered to improve case/
palletisation/ transport efficiency (e.g. could the packs slot into each
other so they stack more efficiently)?
Can the pack dimensions be changed to improve pallet utilisation?
Can the product be made and sold in a more concentrated form
(i.e. reducing the water content) or could the packaging be optimised
to provide refills?
Are the delivery trays used to transport goods reusable/returnable?
Are the vehicles fully loaded?
Are the materials used in transport (e.g. drums, crates, pallets) as
lightweight as possible?
Are the transportation distances involved as short as possible?
Are return vehicles trips being used to transport materials?

Name
Date
Signature

Implement
now

We hope that you have found this checklist helpful on your route to greater resource efficiency. Don’t forget that
WRAP is here to help you to improve resource efficiency and save you money. Visit the website at www.wrap.org.uk
or contact the WRAP Resource Efficiency Helpline on 0808 100 2040 for further information.

While we have tried to make sure this checklist is accurate, we cannot accept responsibility or be held legally responsible for any loss or damage
arising out of or in connection with this information being inaccurate, incomplete or misleading. This material is copyrighted. You can copy it free of
charge as long as the material is accurate and not used in a misleading context. You must identify the source of the material and acknowledge our
copyright. You must not use material to endorse or suggest we have endorsed a commercial product or service. For more details please see our
terms and conditions on our website at www.wrap.org.uk
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